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Abstract

The subject of the study was the large library of historical horticultural literature located at the Silva Tarouca Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening. Besides the library of Earl Arnošt Emanuel Silva Tarouca, the study also included related stocks, i.e. books and periodicals purchased by the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society and the State Agricultural Experimental Objects until 1936, the year of A. E. Silva Tarouca's death and the transformation of the research institution. Of all the topics represented, most books focused on the landscape architectonic creation of gardens. Key publications of the period can be found in the field of floriculture, dendrology, and botany. Other horticultural subjects are also represented to a minor degree. The library is therefore a comprehensive aggregate of books and periodicals dealing with the creation of gardens and parks from late 1800s until 1930s.
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INTRODUCTION

Chateau libraries are a treasury of knowledge in a wide range of fields. They are deposited on various premises and the largest collection of books from chateau libraries is now maintained by the National Museum. Its staff have published several papers presenting the development and contents of chateau libraries based on the families that built them (Mašek, 2003) or based on their territory (Mašek, 1991). A Tarouca library which was deposited in the family chateau in Čechy pod Kosířem was also analyzed by Mašek (2003). Several papers have dealt with horticultural literature in chateau libraries. Here we can trace two different approaches. The older one focused on attractive titles, especially period price lists and iconography, monitoring their presence in various chateau libraries (Antonín, 1997, 1999). The other approach focuses on a selected chateau library and evaluates all the horticultural literature contained in it (Ševčíková, 2018; Pražmová, 2010). Attempts at tracing the effects of important horticultural writings on the owners and builders of landscape parks have been made by Ševčíková (2018) for the Vlašim park and Pincová (2005) for the Průhonice park.

In the first decades of the 20th century, a comprehensive and thematically very diverse library was found in the Průhonice chateau, which was put together by Earl Arnošt Emanuel Silva Tarouca (1860–1936) and which was fully deposited
that could be used for further studying history of garden architecture, horticulture and dendrology in the central European context.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study involved the stock of the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, where the books coming from the Nostitz family, Earl A. E. Silva Tarouca, the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society, the State Agricultural Experimental Objects, and the State Experimental Orchard in Průhonice were transferred over the course of the 20th century. Volumes that are found here were unequivocally identifiable based on the stamps, signatures, and initials of the above-mentioned persons and institutions. For the purposes of the study, books were selected that had been obtained until 1936, i.e. until the year of A. E. Silva Tarouca’s death and the year the State Agricultural Experimental Objects were reorganized into the State Research Horticultural Institutes in Průhonice (Mareček, 2018). By physically checking the current library stock (approximately 20,000 book units), a total of 619 relevant items were identified including almanacs, periodicals, etc. Books that had been published before 1936 but were purchased only later by the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, were identified based on the accession catalogue and excluded from subsequent evaluation. Considering the absence of a record of the book’s origin in the electronic form, all copies were checked and their citations and origins were recorded in a database in the Excel program.

For further evaluation, the books were classified thematically into 12 sectors:

- botany (books focusing on the natural vegetation of herbaceous and woody plants including mountainous regions, and on general knowledge of botany);
- dendrology (books focusing exclusively on woody plants, both native and exotic, and their cultivation);
- floriculture (books focusing exclusively on cultivation of perennials, bulbous plants, tuberous plants, and interior plants);
- rock gardens and rock plants (books focusing on creation of rock gardens and dealing with the assortment of rock plants for use in the garden);
- garden creation (i.e. books focusing on artistic styles or foreign inspirations from exotic gardens as well as practical books dealing with the manner of founding individual garden parts);
- special horticultural technologies (books specializing in breeding, propagation, fertilization, seed collection, etc.);
- forestry (these were predominantly manuals on establishing a forest and on forests in general);
- pomology (books focusing on growing fruit woody plants);

The aim of this study was to describe this valuable stock of horticultural literature which was gradually built from the end of the 19th century until 1930s, thereby capturing the historical development of the field of landscape architecture. Furthermore, the aim was to resolve which books had been bought by A. E. Silva Tarouca that may have had an influence on his creations in the Průhonice park, and which books were preferred in the creation and completion of the stocks of private as well as public horticultural institutions, i.e. the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society and the State Agricultural Experimental Objects. Last but not least, we would like to inform scientific community about this specific and interesting books collection there until 1927 when the Průhonice estate was sold to the Czechoslovak state. After this date, a part of it containing also the old books of the original Nostitz library was transferred by E. A. Silva Tarouca’s daughter Marie Adelheid (1886-1945), married Beaufort-Spontin, to the Bečov nad Teplou chateau (Mašek, 2018). The Bečov library was thereby enriched by estimated hundreds of books dealing mainly with church literature and belles-lettres. The philosophical literature from the Průhonice library was probably obtained by A. E. Silva Tarouca’s son Amadeus who was a professor of philosophy in Graz (Mašek, 1993). However, literature related to the creation of gardens and parks, agriculture, botany and forestry remained in the Průhonice chateau. These were the books dealing with A. E. Silva Tarouca’s favorite hobbies.

The year 1922 marks the beginning of the library of the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society which was founded by A. E. Silva Tarouca in Průhonice and which was a successor to the previous one he had founded in Vienna, the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society. The Czechoslovak Dendrological Society ceased to exist in 1954 and probably after that its library was merged with the library of the Research Institute for Ornamental Gardening which was a successor organization to the State Agricultural Experimental Objects. After the Průhonice estate was sold to Czechoslovakia, a research institute called the State Agricultural Experimental Objects was founded which was to continue the horticultural research and experiments of A. E. Silva Tarouca. The State Agricultural Experimental Objects were located in the Průhonice chateau and owned a library which was established in 1927. In 1936, Arnšt Emanuel Silva Tarouca passed away and in the same year the State Agricultural Experimental Objects were reorganized. When disposing of A. E. Silva Tarouca’s inheritance, his daughters Gisela and Eleonora showed no interest in the horticultural literature, and therefore, the books remained in the Průhonice chateau and were included into the library of the State Agricultural Experimental Objects (Mareček, 2018).

The study involved the stock of the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, where the books coming from the Nostitz family, Earl A. E. Silva Tarouca, the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society, the State Agricultural Experimental Objects, and the State Experimental Orchard in Průhonice were transferred over the course of the 20th century. Volumes that are found here were unequivocally identifiable based on the stamps, signatures, and initials of the above-mentioned persons and institutions. For the purposes of the study, books were selected that had been obtained until 1936, i.e. until the year of A. E. Silva Tarouca’s death and the year the State Agricultural Experimental Objects were reorganized into the State Research Horticultural Institutes in Průhonice (Mareček, 2018). By physically checking the current library stock (approximately 20,000 book units), a total of 619 relevant items were identified including almanacs, periodicals, etc. Books that had been published before 1936 but were purchased only later by the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, were identified based on the accession catalogue and excluded from subsequent evaluation. Considering the absence of a record of the book’s origin in the electronic form, all copies were checked and their citations and origins were recorded in a database in the Excel program.

For further evaluation, the books were classified thematically into 12 sectors:

- botany (books focusing on the natural vegetation of herbaceous and woody plants including mountainous regions, and on general knowledge of botany);
- dendrology (books focusing exclusively on woody plants, both native and exotic, and their cultivation);
- floriculture (books focusing exclusively on cultivation of perennials, bulbous plants, tuberous plants, and interior plants);
- rock gardens and rock plants (books focusing on creation of rock gardens and dealing with the assortment of rock plants for use in the garden);
- garden creation (i.e. books focusing on artistic styles or foreign inspirations from exotic gardens as well as practical books dealing with the manner of founding individual garden parts);
- special horticultural technologies (books specializing in breeding, propagation, fertilization, seed collection, etc.);
- forestry (these were predominantly manuals on establishing a forest and on forests in general);
- pomology (books focusing on growing fruit woody plants);
agriculture (books describing agricultural technologies);
- price lists and catalogues (these were mainly offers of foreign nurseries or their almanacs);
- periodicals (regularly published journals and almanacs of botanical gardens);
- others (unclassifiable, one-of-a-kind books defying the creation of their own category, e.g. dictionaries, castle encyclopedias, instructions for catching butterflies, etc.).

Furthermore, the books were divided according to their origin, i.e. the one who purchased the books for the library. The obtained data were evaluated and processed using the Excel program.

Besides that, a check was performed to find whether some of the books are still on the premises of the Průhonice chateau, namely in the library of the Institute of Botany of the Czech Academy of Sciences. Items were selected that might be falling into the studied field by their date and focus, however, none of the books contained the appropriate stamp or initials. It was also verified that the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening does not contain any books of the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society.

RESULTS

The Nostitz Family Library

Originally, the library of earls Nostitz-Rieneck formed the foundation of A. E. Silva Tarouca's library. The Nostitz family obtained the chateau and the surrounding domain after 1800, possessing it until the marriage of A. E. Silva Tarouca to Marie Antonie Nostitz-Rieneck. After the selling of the estate in 1927, many volumes were transferred from Průhonice to the Běčov nad Teplou chateau, including some books from the original Nostitz library (Mašek, 1993). Today, only a fraction of them can be found in the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening in Průhonice. There are 8 books marked by the Albert Graf Nostitz stamp (Fig. 1). These are some of the oldest volumes in the library; the oldest book is from 1839; it is a manual on cultivation of sugar beet and production of sugar in German language (Hlubek, 1839). Sugar beet and agricultural issues are dealt with in 7 other books that are from the period of 1840s–1850s, all written in German. Three of them were also marked by A. E. Silva Tarouca's coat of arms, others had his signature or initials added. However, none of the books focused on the field of parks and gardening.

Earl A. E. Silva Tarouca's Library

What has been preserved of A. E. Silva Tarouca's library in the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening is the part that remained in the chateau after the reallocation of the Průhonice chateau library after the selling of the estate in 1927 and later after A. E. Silva Tarouca's death (1936). It is a thematically preserved aggregate devoted to the creation of gardens and parks, agriculture, forestry, botany and other related topics. It includes 91 items (68 books, other items are price lists and almanacs) that specify in further detail the interest, education and especially the inspiration of A. E. Silva Tarouca in creating the Průhonice park.

The books were by 80% written in German language; furthermore, there is English literature (17%) and French literature (3%) but no volumes written in Czech. Besides books, A. E. Silva Tarouca subscribed to almanacs of the German Dendrological Society (Mitteilungen der Deutschen Dendrologischen Gesellschaft) that appear here only after the year 1908, and to almanacs of the American Rhododendron Association from 1930s.

Only 3 books from the first half of the 19th century can be found in the Earl's library. Other 34 books are dated between the years 1850–1899; other 30 books are dated from 1900 until 1936 (Tab. I). The oldest book is an item from 1769, a German version of L. J. M. Columell's Twelve Books on Agriculture (Columell, 1769) describing agriculture in ancient Rome, including gardens and cultivation of vegetables. The book was marked by A. E. Silva Tarouca's heraldic bookplate. Another one of the oldest works in the library is a book from 1828 written in German, describing the rock pantheon and nature reserve Malá Skála in Bohemia (Effenberger, 1828).

In total eight books were marked by A. E. Silva Tarouca's heraldic bookplate (Fig. 2). It is a yellow-and-red heraldic embossed plate with the symbols of the Silva Tarouca family (Mašek, 1993). The books were further marked by A. E. Silva Tarouca's name or initials, mostly written in pencil. Later, when Silva Tarouca's library was incorporated into the library of the predecessors of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, the initials were crossed out and marked by a new serial number and the stamp of the research institute. A total of eight books with a dedication are represented among A. E. Silva Tarouca's books, two of which are from their own authors.

If we are to examine this part of the stock thematically, we mainly find a high representation of botanical publications and books focusing on the

1: A photo of the crossed out Nostitz bookplate stamp
creation of gardens and parks (both represented by 18%). Of the books focusing on botany, only one was marked by the Earl's bookplate, namely, a mushroom identification guide from 1874 written in German (Lenz, 1874). In 1902, A. E. Silva Tarouca's wife Marie received a dedicated book on the nature of the Riviera (Ligustica, 1898). The second book with a dedication from the botanical section is from Prof. K. Domin who gave his treatise on a phytogeographical excursion through Czechoslovakia written in German (Domin, 1928) to A. E. Silva Tarouca. An important part is comprised of a number of books on the native flora of Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Dalmatia, England and on the wild plants of America including its mountains. These volumes are mainly from the turn of the 19th and 20th century, i.e. the period after the Průhonice park was already established. They document the fact that A. E. Silva Tarouca's studied both botany and natural plant communities, drawing on this knowledge in his creations.

In terms of garden creations specifically, A. E. Silva Tarouca had a relatively sufficient amount of books, including the fundamental Petzold's (1888) and Pückler's (1834a, 1834b) publications that influenced the Europe-wide development of landscape parks during the 19th century. Although they were published in 1834 and 1888, A. E. Silva Tarouca probably obtained them later. He possessed the book *Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnerei verbunden mit der Beschreibung ihrer praktischen Anwendung in Muskau* by Prince Pückler-Muskau with the signature of Rudolf Lauche who worked as dendrologist and inspector in the Muskau park in the years 1891–1928. All three mentioned books contain countless handwritten notes in the text and underlined paragraphs that prove that A. E. Silva Tarouca worked with these books intensively and further drew on them. Moreover, he further elaborated on Pückler's thoughts, enhancing them with his own approach. Another book that probably became A. E. Silva Tarouca's strong inspiration and where he also highlighted paragraphs that were important to him was Schneider's book *Landschaftliche Gartengestaltung* (Schneider, 1907) dealing also with park creations. Camillo Schneider visited Průhonice several times, consulting the creation of the park with A. E. Silva Tarouca in person. Other interesting books in this field include the writings of Karl Foerster and Willy Lange, who wrote a personal dedication in A. E. Silva Tarouca's copy of *Der Garten und seine Bepflanzung* (Lange, 1913). Two books on this topic were marked with A. E. Silva Tarouca's bookplate; one was the already mentioned Petzold's *Die Landschafts-Gärtnerei. Ein Handbuch für Gärtner, Architekten und Freunde der Gartenkunst* (Petzold, 1888), and the other was Hermann Jäger's (1888) book devoted to the development of the art of gardening.

Among the manuals dealing in more detail with the use of particular woody plant species in parks (they occupy 12% of the library), it is certainly necessary to mention the book by H. Jäger and L. Beissner from 1889 which is also marked by a heraldic bookplate (Jäger and Beissner, 1888), on the cultivation of woody plants in regions with a similar climate to that of Germany, in which A. E. Silva Tarouca also underlined important paragraphs. Other noteworthy books containing A. E. Silva Tarouca's notes, this time without a heraldic plate, include E. Schelle's book on coniferous woody plants recommended for Central Europe from 1909 (Schelle, 1909) and an illustrated book on woody plants by J. Hartwig from 1892 (Hartwig, 1892).

If we focus on decorative flowers and bulbous plants (occupying 12% of the library), the library is completed by already the third volume by H. Jäger, this time dedicated to flowers for the gardens, greenhouses and apartments from 1873 (Jäger, 1873), and also a supplement on new flower assortments from 1881 (Jäger, 1881). Bulbous plants and their cultivation in the garden, greenhouse and interior are the focus of a book by T. Rümpler from 1882 (Rümpler, 1882). All of the three mentioned books on flowers were marked by A. E. Silva Tarouca's name and bookplate. Other books on perennials included topics such as flower symbolism, iris monograph, spring flowers, garden carnations, flowers attractive in wintertime, annuals, or flowers for general use and those suitable for therapeutic purposes.

The mentioned manuals on woody plants and flowers, marked by heraldic bookplates, were mainly published around the end of the 19th century and it is very likely that they were some of the first taxonomic books on which A. E. Silva Tarouca based his early creation of the Průhonice park.

To a lesser extent, the Tarouca library contains topics such as forestry (7%), agriculture (4%) and creation of rock gardens (3%). Now it is necessary to mention two important books that probably influenced A. E. Silva Tarouca in his creation of an alpine garden, and which were publications of significance in their time, *My Rock Garden* by R. Farrer from 1908 (Farrer, 1908) and *Alpen-Pflanzen in der Gartenkultur der Tiefländer* by E. Wocke (Wocke, 1898). Both books contain A. E. Silva Tarouca's highlights of paragraphs relevant to him. At the time, these books were recognized Europe-wide.
In his library, A. E. Silva Tarouca possessed books on the whole range of park and garden creations, from the composition layout to the plant detail, such as woody, perennial, bulbous, annual and alpine plants.

**Library Stock of the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society**

This is the stock of the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society which A. E. Silva Tarouca presided over. The books were marked by the stamp of the Dendrological Society in Průhonice - Club Garden (Fig. 3). The Czechoslovak Dendrological Society was active from 1922 to 1954 (Barošová, Vávrová and Šantrůčková, 2010). In this study, we monitor only books obtained during A. E. Silva Tarouca’s lifetime, i.e. until 1936. In total, they represent 140 items (37 books; the rest are price lists, almanacs, and periodicals).

The largest part of all 140 items in the stock is comprised of periodicals, followed by almanacs and plant catalogues of the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society as well as from abroad, e.g. catalogues of the Späth company, bulletin of the French Dendrological Society, and almanacs of the German Dendrological Society. In contrast to A. E. Silva Tarouca’s library, the stock newly contains periodicals, ranging from foreign journals such as the *Journal of the Arnold Arboretum Harvard University*, *Notes From the Royal Botanic Garden*, *Möllers Deutsche Gärtner-Zeitung*, *Praktikus rådce pro zahradnictví a chov drobného zvířectva* (Practical Guide to Gardening and Small Animal Breeding), *Naše zahrádka (Our Garden)*, *Časopis českých zahrádkářů* (Czech Gardeners’ Magazine).

Books obtained until 1936 are only 37. Mostly represented in the stock are books in Czech language (39%) and in German language (32%), there are fewer books written in English (16%) and books in French (13%). There are also individual publications written in Polish, Finnish, and Estonian. A substantial part of the stock contains books published only after 1900. There is only one book of an older date, namely, a guide to collecting products of nature. Books were purchased only after the establishment of the society in 1922. Thematically, 10 books are focused on garden creations, 8 books are focused on dendrology, and 7 of them deal with floriculture. A few other pieces represent botany, forestry, and agriculture.

Valuable and seminal books include the four-volume series of Sargent’s books on the species that had been collected in China for Arnold’s arboretum (Sargent 1913–1914). Furthermore, there are records written in English from the Botanical Garden in Edinburgh from 1919 to 1921 (His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1921) and from 1928 (His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1928). The book *Der Königliche Botanische Garten und das Königliche Botanische Museum zu Dahlem* (Ministerium der Geistlichen, Unterrichts- und Medizinial-Angelegenheiten, 1909) deals with the Botanical Garden in Berlin’s Dahlem.

Also noteworthy is the book by Batěk and Kumpán on starting a garden (Batěk and Kumpán, 1922) which was published in the same year the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society was established. A. E. Silva Tarouca, C. Schneider and other collaborators of the Dendrological Society published already in the times of the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society the trilogy *Pflege und Verwendung aller Bekannten in Mitteleuropa im freien kulturfähigem ausdauernden krautigen Gewächse* about coniferous woods, deciduous woods and perennials that was printed five times from 1910 till 1934. Only the fourth edition of *Unsere Freiland-Stauden* is contained in the library stock of the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society till nowadays (Silva Tarouca, Schneider et al., 1927). Furthermore, Schneider’s books *Deutsche Gartengestaltung und Kunst* and *Landschaftliche Gartengestaltung* (Schneider, 1904, 1907) are found here, focused on the art of gardening and garden creations, a monograph on dahlias by C. Schneider and K. Foerster (Foerster and Schneider, 1927), and a monograph on roses by C. Schneider and W. Mütze (Mütze and Schneider, 1924). A book by W. Lange and O. Stahn is represented by *Gartengestaltung der Neuzeit* (Lange and Stahn, 1919) focused on garden creations, and book on perennials written in English by G. Vos and T. W. Sanders *Easily-grown Hardy Perennials* (Vos and Sanders, 1902) is also worthy of attention. We find some interesting topics in the books, such as orchids for cutting, cacti cultivation, or the issue of landscape cemeteries.

Only one book is provided with notes, namely a guide to starting nature collections of insects as well as plants from 1894 written in Czech, however, the authorship of the said notes is unknown (J. Lorenz, 1894).
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Library of the State Agricultural Experimental Objects

This was the youngest researched part of the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening for which purchases were made after the selling of the Průhonice estate to the state in 1927. In the same year, a research institution was established in Průhonice, located in the chateau, named the State Agricultural Experimental Objects that had the Průhonice park and horticultural research in its care. The books were marked by the stamp of the State Agricultural Experimental Objects or the State Experimental Orchard in Průhonice which was interconnected with the experimental objects. In 1936 the research institution was renamed as State Horticultural Research Institutes, and books were marked by the new stamp, making the whole aggregate clearly identifiable. A. E. Silva Tarouca and his family were allowed to stay at the chateau until his death and to take advantage of this library stock because of his close cooperation with Associate Professor Kavka, director of the State Agricultural Experimental Objects.

In total, it contains 380 items (books, almanacs, periodicals) of which 329 books are of the State Experimental Agricultural Objects (Fig. 4) and 13 books belong to the State Experimental Orchard. It is noticeable that by the establishment of the State Experimental Objects the library was enriched by the subject of horticulture, being the most numerous part of the stock. In terms of periodicals, a large part is comprised of almanacs of the German Dendrological Society, Oslavny sborník Rakouské zahradnické společnosti (Celebrative Anthology of the Austrian Horticultural Society) 1827–1927, Phenologické ročenky československé (Czechoslovak Dendrological Society, Oslavny sborník Rakouské zahradnické společnosti (Celebrative Anthology of the Austrian Horticultural Society) 1827–1927, Phenologické ročenky československé (Czechoslovak Phenological Almanacs) from the 1930s, almanacs of the Czechoslovak Agricultural Academy from 1928, 1931, and 1934. Gardening magazines were collected including also older years, Gartenkunst from the years 1931–1936, Möllers Deutsche Gärtner-Zeitung from the years 1914–1918 and 1920–1939, English Gardeners’ Chronicle from the year 1925 and 1926, Illustrierte Flora 1884–1887, Gartenschöheit from the years 1923–1930.

The books were mostly represented in German language (47%), followed by Czech (30%), English (20%), and least of all, in French language (3%). It is thus a collection of literature available on the European level, while books of an older date were purchased in abundance, as well. The oldest book is from 1797, a sample book of kinds of wood with a German commentary (Commission des Privilegierten Industriecomtoirs, 1797). Thirty five books were published in the second half of the 19th century, among which there is a number of Alpine flora encyclopedias, a manual for leading paths within parks, an assortment manual for broad-leaved shrubs, German dendrology by W. Lauche (Lauche, 1883), floriculture by J. W. F. Bosse (Bosse, 1859), Vilmorin’s illustrated floriculture from 1873 (Grönlund, Rümpler, 1873). Almost 90% of books, however, are dated in the first half of the 20th century. There is a marked representation of books dated between 1922 and 1931; the largest number books are from the year 1927 (27 pieces). Besides older publications, up-to-date new releases were purchased in abundance, as well.

Thematically most represented here are publications that deal with garden creations (22%); almost equally represented are botanical subjects (12%), dendrology (13%), and floriculture (12%). To a lesser degree there are represented forestry (7%), agriculture (6%), and horticulture technologies (6%), yet, the overall volume of said books is not negligible. The least percentage of books are devoted to rock and alpine plants (2%) and pomology (1%). A relatively large group is identified as other books (9%) which include dictionaries, encyclopedias, lexicons of municipalities, microscopy and many others that cannot be classified among the more numerous categories. Among others, they also include Sedláček’s extensive work Hrady, zámky a tvrze království Českého (Castles, Chateaux and Strongholds of the Bohemian Kingdom).

Thematically the most substantial group is comprised of books focused on the theory, development and creation of parks and gardens. There are two books describing compositions of parks of the second half of the 19th century, namely, a book by the eminent French garden architect E. André written in French, L’Art des jardins. Trait général de la composition des parcs et jardins (André, 1879) and Lehrbuch der schönen Gartenkunst. Mit besonderer Rücksicht auf die praktische Ausführung von Gärten und Parkanlagen written in German by G. Meyer (1895). The newer books that engage interest include e.g. a number of books by G. Jekyll, C. Schneider, W. Lange, and J. Kumpán.

Dendrological books are of course represented by authors such as C. Schneider and H. E. Wilson, e.g. with his popular book Aristocrats of the Trees (Wilson, 1930) and several others. A book on evergreen woody plants written in Czech by Josef Mišák (Mišák, 1925) is also found here, just as many other, mainly foreign language publications suitable for research purposes in the field of dendrology.

The subject of floriculture is nonetheless interestingly covered especially by foreign language publications. Here we find monographs focused on gladiola, carnations, primroses, daylilies, daffodils, colchicums, chrysanthemums and many other genera; literature written both in German and in English devoted to flower gardens but also books focused on flowers for cutting and interior plants. Among foreign authors we find e.g. H. R. Wehrhahn and K. Foerster; Czech authors are represented by J. Těšitel and J. Vaněk.

Although literature dedicated to creating rock gardens and alpine plants is represented by a lower number of books, there is a very high quality...
collection of books of that period by authors such as E. Wocke and R. Farrer, being new editions of books that were already in possession of A. E. Silva Tarouca. Among other authors T. W. Sanders, H. Correvon, or C. R. Jelitto can be named.

There are no more books with dedications in the library of the State Experimental Objects. Some books are provided with notes whose author may have been the director of the Experimental Objects, Assoc. Prof. B. Kavka.

### Overall Evaluation

It is evident from the overall summary (Tab. 1) in which time periods books were purchased into which stocks. Purchases were mainly associated with the founding of a society or institution; at the same time, it is visible that often books of an older date were purchased, a fact which can be distinguished due to the marking of the book by the appropriate stamp. Books from the end of the 18th century have been preserved in the minimum number of only two titles, one of which was purchased by the State Experimental Objects as late

### Table 1: Classification of the entire library stock until 1936 based on the originator and time of edition, excluding price lists and periodicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of edition</th>
<th>Albert Graf Nostitz</th>
<th>Dendrological Society</th>
<th>A. E. Silva Tarouca</th>
<th>State Experimental Orchard in Průhonice</th>
<th>State Experimental Objects</th>
<th>Total number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1769–1799</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800–1849</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850–1899</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900–1936</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4: Stamp of the State Agricultural Experimental Objects
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5: Complete library stock with the proportional representation of books according to their thematic focus until the year 1936, excluding price lists and periodicals
as in 1927. A very small number of books come also from the first half of the 19th century that belonged either to A. E. Silva Tarouca’s or the Nostitz library. Books from the end of the 19th century are those that were largely purchased by A. E. Silva Tarouca or the State Agricultural Experimental Objects. The largest number of books come from the period after 1900 until the year 1936 when the State Agricultural Experimental Objects were making most purchases.

In order to summarize, we processed and evaluated the topics that the whole preserved library stock was devoted to (Fig. 5). The most substantial is the subject of garden creations, almost equally represented are categories of floriculture, dendrology, and botany. After a gap, there are again equally represented books that focus on agriculture, forestry, and other books. Markedly fewer books are represented in the category dedicated to other horticulture technologies and pomology. Alpine plants were singled out as a separate category even though they comprise only 12 books, however, they were important within the context of the time period.

**DISCUSSION**

Compared to other analyses of chateau libraries (Ševčíková, 2018; Antonín, 1997, 1999), the studied collection contains many more books from the second half of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century. This is due to the manner in which the library was built which was started systematically by A. E. Silva Tarouca in 1885 after he took over the Průhonice estate and started building the local park (Pinčová, 2005). In comparison to other chateau libraries, the horticultural literature stock from the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century is overly abundant (Pražmová, 2010; Mašek, 2018). The studied book collection is not comparable with specialized stocks in the Czech Republic (e.g. Library of the Faculty of Horticulture of the Mendel University, Agricultural Library of the Ministry of Agriculture) and abroad (e.g. Hennebo Collection in the Leibniz University Library in Hannover, Library of the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna, Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection in Washington) in its extent because it contains only 619 items. On the other hand, it represents specific collection that was created in one place and under the influence of one person, A. E. Silva Tarouca.

A. E. Silva Tarouca’s library and the libraries of the subsequent institutions have succeeded to concentrate the best of literature that was available in Bohemia and Europe up to the year 1936. As A. E. Silva Tarouca associated with many specialists some of which were even his peers, he was able to stand at the beginnings of many major undertakings in ornamental horticulture. Yet, it cannot be claimed that it is a complete or exhaustive collection of the literature available at the time. Of the commonly available books that could be found in Czech libraries until the end of the 19th century which are mentioned by Nožička (1965, 1966), only two volumes appear, namely, André (1879) and the very common Pückler-Muskau (1834). However, the stock contains many other interesting titles. The fact that the collection was made selectively could be illustrated also by the journals. In the library we find the important Czech magazine edited by Fr. Thomayer and M. Fulín Časopis českých zahradníků (Czech Gardeners’ Magazine) with rich colored illustrations, furthermore, České zahradnické listy (Czech Horticultural Notes), later Československé zahradnické listy (Czechoslovak Horticultural Notes) and many others. However, there is a lack of periodicals such as Pražská zahradnická bursa (Prague Gardening Swap), Zahradá domácí a školní (Home and School Garden), Český zahradník (Czech Gardener), Pokrokové zahradnické listy (Modern Gardening Notes), Zahrádnický věstník (Gardening Bulletin) etc. Thus, it cannot be claimed that the library is an exhaustive collection but one striving to subscribe to and purchase up-to-date high quality literature, both Czech and foreign. For example, there are valuable foreign books describing the gardens of England and Germany of the beginning of the 20th century.

For the building of A. E. Silva Tarouca’s library it is important that the Tarouca family library was deposited in the chateau in Čechy pod Kosířem which was inherited and managed by his older brother František Josef II (Šrek, 2018). Surprisingly, in the library in Čechy pod Kosířem very few books are found that are focused on horticultural topics, although it is very probable that it once contained more of them because books from the chateau library were moved and sold frequently in the past. The current stock lacks the otherwise common scientific works from various fields. Sporadically, A. E. Silva Tarouca’s books are also found in the library in Čechy pod Kosířem (Mašek, 2018).

Likewise, we can differentiate between the focus of A. E. Silva Tarouca’s library, who predominantly collected books complementing his personal interests, meanwhile the collection within the library of the Dendrological Society and the Experimental Objects is more focused on completing up-to-date high quality horticultural literature, yet, many common books of that period are missing there. However, these books were purchased later and to this day, not only current horticultural literature but also important historical books are being added to the collection.

The Czechoslovak Dendrological Society’s activity was preceded by the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society founded in 1908 by A. E. Silva Tarouca, Camillo Schneider and Earl Istvan Ambrozy-Migazzi. The Dendrological Society united specialists, published books and supported the introduction of plants. For these activities a specialized library was needed which the society owned. We know only very little about its creation
and book stock. According to Schneider’s report (Schneider, 1920), after the disorganization of the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society in 1918 the library including its collection of photographs was passed on to the Österreichische Gartenbau-Gesellschaft which was supposed to fill in for the landscaping section of the ending Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society. However, due to the frequent moving of the Österreichische Gartenbau-Gesellschaft, the stock has not been preserved. The Österreichische Gartenbau-Gesellschaft still operates to this day, now being located in the building of the Österreichisches Gartenbaumuseum and the Kagran Horticulture School in Vienna. Thanks to the cooperation with its library, we have been able to locate three books in it with a stamp of the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society. These books were Vilmorin’s illustrierte Blumengärtner (Grönland and Rümpfer, 1873), an iris monograph written in English from 1913 (Dykes, 1913), and a richly illustrated rose monograph from 1912 (Amat, 1912) with a dedication to the library of the Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society from Maurice L. de Vilmorin, president of the rose section within the French Horticultural Society (Société nationale d’horticulture de France). The same book with a nominal dedication by M. L. de Vilmorin was received as a personal edition by Earl A. E. Silva Tarouca; the book is nowadays deposited in the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening. At present, the library of the Österreichische Gartenbau-Gesellschaft is being re-catalogued, and it is therefore possible that more books belonging to the former Austro-Hungarian Dendrological Society will be found.

CONCLUSION

To summarize the issue of the book stock of A. E. Silva Tarouca, the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society and the State Experimental Agricultural Objects, we can say that it is a very important aggregate of books with a horticultural subject matter with a focal point in the period from the end of the 19th century until the 1930s. Due to the cooperation between the leading figure of Earl A. E. Silva Tarouca and the active members of the Czechoslovak Dendrological Society and later the employees of the State Agricultural Experimental Objects under the leadership of Assoc. Prof. B. Kavka, to this day a collection has been preserved of the most important books on gardens that were published in Europe and on our territory at the beginning of the 20th century. Besides books we need to mention also the almanacs of major horticulture societies and a collection of gardening magazines written in Czech and German. It thus provides an overview of the most important events that took place in the horticultural literature over more than three decades in our country as well as in Europe. In this sense, the library becomes a very good base for studying the history of the field in the mentioned time period. At the same time, a large part of literature has been preserved, including mainly A. E. Silva Tarouca’s books, that were used as an inspiration for the creation of the Průhonice park. It thus completes the image of one of the important time periods of the art of gardening.

All the books of these stocks are deposited in the library of the Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening in Průhonice. This collection is not scanned but could be studied in the library or borrowed by interlibrary loan services.
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